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10 DOWNING STREET 
LONDON SWlA 2AA 

n: 
f 

From the Private Secretary 21 January 1997 

W!LJ ~, 
MEETING WITH THE UUP, 21 JANUARY 

David Trimble, accompanied by John Taylor and Martin Smyth, called 
on the Prime Minister at his request this afternoon. The Prime Minister was 
accompanied by Sir Patrick Mayhew and Michael Ancram. The meeting lasted 
some 50 minutes and was friendly throughout. 

Security Situation 

Trimble said that the RUC and Army were doing an excellent job, but 
the position was nevertheless worrying, particularly on the Loyalist side. He 
feared that the breakdown of the Loyalist ceasefire was only a matter of time. 
The message he heard from the Loyalists was that the death of a policeman or 
soldier would be enough to tip them over the edge. This might in turn spark 
off a pre-planned IRA response on a large scale. This had security 
implications, but also political implications: once the Loyalists had left the 
talks, he saw little or no prospect of movement because of the consensus rules. 
The only hope of keeping the Loyalist paramilitaries in check was to convince 
the wider Loyalist community that the Government had a pro-active approach to 
security. 

The Prime Minister ran through the recent changes in the security profile 
(extra patrolling in Belfast, more vehicle check-points, extra security around 
RUC stations, town centres closed at night, etc). What else did Trimble have 
in mind? Sir Patrick Mayhew commented that he was very conscious of the 
need for an active security policy both for its own sake, and because of the 
effect it could have on confidence. His only reservation would involve 
n1easures which would be negative in real security terms . He had been 
discussing with his security advisers the possibility of closing some border 
crossings near Londonderry, and would continue to do so . But the security 
forces were keen to avoid presenting too many static targets to the terrorists. 
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Trimble welcomed the idea of some border closures, particularly in the 
Londonderry area. This had been effective in the past. Taylor commented that 
he was less interested in practical security measures than in finding the right 
words to keep the Loyalists from further violence. It was not a foregone 
conclusion that one death would lead to the breakdown of the ceasefire. This 
was a decision still to be made, and a strong message to the Loyalist community 
about taking on the IRA head on could make a real difference. He thought that 
a full speech by Sir Patrick Mayhew would have more impact than doorstep 
comments to journalists, which did not always get much reported. The main 
point to get across was that the Government would not be pushed around by the 
terrorists, and would not change policy as a result of terrorism. 

Sir Patrick Mayhew said that he would certainly consider this, but it was 
important that the Government response was not just empty words. On the 
practical side, one possibility, against the future chance of IRA attacks on 
economic targets, would be to reinstitute civilian searches. However, he was 
not keen on this, since it would hamper ordinary people. He preferred 
measures which directly hurt the IRA. 

The Prime Minister wondered what checks on terrorist violence there 
might be. One was the obvious imminence of the election. Another was the 
US attitude to Sinn Fein. He suspected that the election was more likely to 
have an effect. Trimble did not respond to this point but commented that the 
IRA were bound to make a successful attack soon. This would provoke the 
Loyalists. If the more moderate Loyalists could argue that the authorities had 
the situation under control, this would help to restrain the others. 

Smyth, in one of a number of unhelpful and hardline interventions, 
suggested that the only effective action would be some kind of return to 
internment, although he was well aware of the difficulties, not least Irish 
attitudes. 

Taylor asked who we thought had been responsible for the Lame attack 
on 20 January. Sir Patrick Mayhew said that we believed that the first two 
under car bombs had been the responsibility of the UDA, although action had 
not necessarily been cleared at the highest level. We did not know yet about 
the latest attack. There might be an internal feud element. Smyth wondered 
whether there was collusion between terrorists on both sides, as had sometimes 
been the case in the past. 

Sir Patrick Mayhew referred to the statement issued earlier that day, 
about the Loyalists. He had been anxious to show that there was no question of 
double standards in the Government's response to terrorism. Trimble agreed 
that this could be a real danger, with an obvious read-across to action that could 
be taken in the future against Sinn Fein. 
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The Prime Minister said that the current lack of progress in the talks 
encouraged more violence. But it was not easy to see how the process could be 
moved forward. Could the Independent Chairmen play a role? Trimble agreed 
that there was deadlock. He saw little chance of forward movement, and was 
reticent about the idea of an initiative from the Independent Chairmen. The 
UUP had the impression that others were losing interest in the talks. They had 
had their people at Castle Buildings throughout since the New Year resumption, 
but had had few requests for bilaterals. Other parties had been absent. 
Nevertheless they wanted to explore whether something could be done to 
maintain the credibility of political action, even if the formal talks were stuck. 
They had worked up some ideas on involving Northern Ireland politicians in 
decision making, and had produced a first draft of a paper. (He handed over 
the attached copy.) They had tried to cover SDLP interests, although they had 
not yet talked to them about it. He would be seeing Seamus Mallon that 
evening, but would not give him the paper. The UUP feared that, if these ideas 
had too obvious UUP fingerprints on them, this would put others off. He 
hoped we would study the draft and let the UUP have our reactions quickly. 
There was not much time to lose. 

Taylor added that even the Irish seemed to be losing interest in the talks 
and to be increasingly expecting an early election in the Republic. Sir Patrick 
Mayhew agreed that there had been a loss of enthusiasm in some quarters. 
Nevertheless it was important to keep the talks going, not least to ensure that 
there was an incentive for the Loyalists to refrain from violence. Trimble 
agreed. That was why the UUP wanted to avoid the formal suspension of the 
talks for as long as possible(!) However this could not be done through a 
process of bilaterals and plenaries which were in practice phoney. 

The Prime Minister asked whether the UUP believed it would be easier 
to get out of the present deadlock after the election. Trimble said that it was 
likely that the same problem would be there. The reason for the deadlock was 
that the Irish and the SDLP gave more priority to getting Sinn Fein into the 
process than to the process itself. The Prime Minister commented that the Irish 
were currently giving a cold shoulder to Sinn Fein, as were the US. Smyth 
suggested that this meant the talks should simply move on without Sinn Fein, 
with the agreement of all concerned. 

The Prime Minister noted that John Hume was still working on language 
which he believed could bring about a new ceasefire. But there was no doubt 
in practice that this was flogging a dead horse. Trimble said that he had not 
seen the Hume language, but Hume's constant statements, that all that was 
needed from Sinn Fein was a ceasefire and signing up to the Mitchell 
principles, were not helpful. Sir Patrick Mayhew agreed. We had made clear 
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to Hume that the situation was not such that forms of words could help. But he 
was not easy to keep quiet. 

Sir Patrick continued that, if there was agreement that the talks should be 
kept in being for now and only brought to a temporary close on a positive note, 
there were good grounds for working to find a way round the decommissioning 
blockage. We might be in a position to make some suggestions on this in the 
near future. Trimble did not respond directly but repeated that, while he 
assumed the talks would break as soon as the formal election campaign started, 
he did not want them just grinding away with no possibility of a result. If 
movement on the major issues was not possible, he thought there would be 
merit in progress in the areas the UUP were suggesting, to show that there 
could be political progress of some kind. 

Sir Patrick Mayhew said that he could see a case for this but there was a 
real risk of the SDLP throwing in the towel if there was no progress in the talks 
themselves. 

Smyth commented that all concerned needed something to get their teeth 
into. He wondered whether the Forum might play a greater role. Could it be 
changed into more of a political assembly, after the election if not now? 
Trimble commented that the Forum was beginning in any case to move on to 
more useful activity, now that the DUP had relaxed their block on this. 

Sir Patrick Mayhew repeated that there was still a chance of making 
progress on decommissioning. Trimble said that there would be great 
difficulties if we tried to change the agenda, or dealt with issues only partially. 
He did not see much chance of progress on that sort of basis. Michael Ancram 
commented that, while our thoughts were not yet complete, we were trying to 
put together a package which would meet the UUP's concerns, in particular by 
helping to ensure that there would be decommissioning during the negotiations. 
We would meanwhile look at the UUP's ideas, but he feared that the SDLP 
would not be interested unless they saw a separate prospect of getting the talks 
into the three strands. 

The Prime Minister said that, if we could not make progress in the 
present talks, there was an obvious danger of the SDLP and the Irish coming up 
with completely new talks ideas after the election, perhaps with US and Labour 
Party support. He had no evidence that this was happening, but it would cause 
great difficulty if it did. This reinforced the need to find the way through the 
decommissioning stumbling block. Trimble repeated the need for an early 
response to the UUP's ideas. Michael Ancram promised this but also proposed 
to 1neet Trin1ble on Thursday to look at our ideas on decommissioning. This 
was agreed. 
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There was a brief discussion on what was likely to happen when the 
plenary resumed on 27 January. Sir Patrick Mayhew said that he assumed the 
focus would be on Loyalists' participation, even if none of the parties raised 
this formally. It was important to recognise the formal position, which was 
that, whatever the position of the CLMC, the Loyalist parties could not be 
expelled unless they had demonstrably dishonoured their undertakings. 

Trimble concluded by asking about the North Report and the timing of its 
publication. (He did not ask what was in it.) Sir Patrick Mayhew said that he 
expected the Report by the end of January and believed it would be published 
then. 

The Prime Minister finished by saying that he looked forward to seeing 
Trimble again on Thursday to discuss the Education Boards. Would he want to 
raise any more political subjects while the four leaders were there? Trimble 
began to wonder about the merits of this, but was cut short by Taylor. 

Comment 

Although the UUP side avoided saying anything direct about 
decommissioning, their body language was pretty negative, and the priority they 
attach to their own ideas evident. But there was an implicit deal that each side 
would at least consider the ideas of the other for progress. Another notable 
feature of the meeting was the evident competition, and lack of agreement in 
some areas, between Trimble and Taylor. To my mind, Taylor appeared more 
confident of his own position than in other similar meetings. 

I am copying this to William Ehrman (Foreign and Commonwealth 
Office) and Jan Polley (Cabinet Office). 

Ken Lindsay Esq 
Northern Ireland Office. 

JOHN HOLMES 
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ANALYS S 

The Ta ks presided ove~ by Senator Mitchell were created to 
provi a mechanism for the involvement of Sinn Fein/IRA in 
the po itical process. 

Senat 
IRA w 
signe 
fire). 

Mi~chell in his report made the assumption that the 
genuinely committed to peaceful means (his repor~ was 

in January 1996, before the breakdown of the cease
Both HMG and ehe Dublin government were working on the 
ion that violence would not recurn if Sinn Fein had 
to the Talks, and designed the process accordingly. 

Whate er one might say about these judgements, the curren~ 
posit·on is that SF/IRA is embarked upon a vicious arid 
provo ative campaign whose first objective is the full scale 
re-en agement of the Loyalist paramilitaries in terrorism. 

I!"l l:h 
thems 
arriv 
have 
by ex 

We nc 
C~ris 
S ~ ' T 

• I -

se circurns~ances, Ulscer Unionists cannot allow 
lves to be drawn into a process which provides for the 
l at the table of these provocateurs, as they clear~y 
o real commitment to promote their political o~jectives 
lusi~ely peaceful means, and have comprehensively 
traced thei= rejec~ion of the ?rinciple of consent. 

e ~he views expressed ~y the Prime Minister before 
mas on the terms he might apply to the possible entry of 
, bu~ would observe that things may change, the 
,en~ ~ay change, ar.c more importancly there is no 

s 1~s between t:he ;,ar~ies ~::1 the ci:r:cumstances under which 
uld or could join. 

e~ce, UUP sees no p~ospec~ of or justification fer SF 
ement in the negocia~:.cr.s, while SOLP, Cubli:1 and some 

see them at the cable immediately afte= a cease-fire, 
{~ven if thac is tact i cal), and a signing ~p to the Mitchell 
~r~nc ples. These dif=e=e~ces represent the chasm between us, 
and a bridge over i~ is ~c~ apparent to us. 

The r~ent ~a l ks process is a mea~s to an end, no~ an end ~n 
icsel ·. We fi ne ourselves ac an i~passe, and i~ is our 
coll tive du~y t o over~orne obs t acl es. We suggest be l ow a 
possi le wa y of aciievi~q : ~is . We cannot al l ow t he cur=ent 
Tal ks s~ructur e ~o become an obs ~ac le to p r ogress itself. 
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IVES 

tus should not be allowed to bring to a halt the 
l life of our Province however , as there are other 
which we can proceed. UUP feels that there are a ~ide 
general confidence building measures which can be 

he effect of which would be the generation of trust 
idence within che political system. 

c~ed general elecLion campaign should not be allowed 
yse good government in Northern Ireland. 

at even changes in government have only a marginal 
n the day to day life of the citizen, it is imperative 

stitutions in the 2rovince be united in ensuring that 
y is gi~en to sound adminis~~acion, unhindered by 
e controversies. 

ital that all those committed to democracy can play a 
gether to build on the wide areas of common interest 
ist, and ensure ~haL there is no political vacuum. In 
e must decide en a se=ies of chings that we can 
y DO. 

ADORES ING THE ISSUES 

UuP be 
addres 
coveri 
areas 
signif 

7:"lese 
many p 
;=o;,os 
a. way 

ieves that a wide =ange of issues can be addressed, and 
ed now. We have ?roposal s which make suggestions 
g 'all three stra~ds', together with proposals in the 
f 'justice and rights' whic~, because of their special 
cance, me=it partic~lar attent:on. 

Llggestior.s do no~ cons~it~te a final resolution to the 
oolerns we face; =a ~he= t~ey represent an interim set of 
ls, desig~ed tote:~ ~s ~c=< ~owa:ds soluLians, but in 
hie~ involves no cons~~t~tic~a: ccmpromise on ei~her 
e sk~:c~ ou~ o~= suggest~~~s hereunder; 

S~rand 1 ma~te~s . 

There s a gene~al desire arncngs~ local politicians to have 
sc~e ~ .f:uence over our ec~nomic, social and political 
fortun s. Loca l economic deve l opme~~ has been one of our 
suc~es s~~~ies ove~ che l as~ f@w years . Councils have been 
pa~~~c l ~rly ef~~~t:~ve here. Good c=oss party support exists 
for su ~ measures. 

Meas~~ ~- UUP e~vi sages that a s~=~ct~red =elationshi p should 
be ~u~ · .... 9:.ace be:.~,.,een Gcver~e~1.: and local pol.1 t i cians, 
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uld be flex~ble enough to allow for the 'social 

s' perhaps represented by ~he G7 or similar groups, to 

oncribution, as required. The aims would include:• 

in the search for inward investment, the development 

nerships and a place where local politicians can learn 

out t~e administration of Northern Ireland, and 

ves, or with others, begin to contribute to policy 
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on in the social and economic fields. Political matters 

lso be raised or referred. 

2. Local Government has been hampered in recent years 

failure of ALANI to attract widespread support. This 

be rec~ified. UUP is willing to discuss with others a 

revita ised or ce9lacement body. A new constitution for this 

occiy s ould confine its role to local government matters and 

Measur 
by ~he 
S ·-,...,·ld 

• - ,J -4 

chat it is cepresentative of all Councils. Its 

al cornmictees and of:ice-bearers should be reflective 

of t~e mai~ policical tradicions as well as geographic 

dive~s·cy in Northern Ireland. 

~eas~ e 3. Working wichin the same st=uc~ured relationship 

refer ed ~o ab~ve, UU? is willing to explore (outside the 

scope of the Anglo-L=ish Agreemer.t) how matters of mutual 

:~~e= s~ and be~efic can be discussed or pursued with the 

a~9~0 r~at~ representatives of the Republic of Ireland; these 

c~~:j be e:~~e~ :ransfet.ed or non t~ansferred mat~ers. 

~~as~ e 4. UUP a:so er.v~saqes a particular emphasis on 

~~re~ 3n ~ssues l~ this ar~a, a~d as would be the case in our 

:~ce= m S~=ar.d: ?rcposals, see a spec~f~c role for our MEPs, 

wr.~se ~o-~oe~at~on has a:~eacy set a~ example of what can be 

be p=epared to exchange v~ews with other elected 

oo~it'cia~s Gn how we ~ouid address the void of 
~ 

rn~su ers~andi~; ~ha~ presently exists between politicians in 

Nor~. r~ Irela~~ and ~hose in the Republic of Ireland. 

-··s- c- ,. NT' ~ Tr:·-... s rss:n"'s 
-.1 iJ • 0:. ~-~ L.t ;-. - ...: n .:. V l;. 

~~~·hole ques~ :o~ c: h~na~ rigr-ts, group =ights and other 

:~s~ ~e ~ssues a~e ve~y 5e~s:~i7e matters ~n our s~tua~ion, 

bu~ :ecise:v ~e=a~se of chis, we must seek a suitable 
- ' -

~ec~ nisc ~o ~~sure :~a~ :~ey !~e addr~ssed . 
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~asure 
Ut< dome 
option 
need to 
Eu.ropea 
discuss 

UU? is 
as;- V!. 
issues, 
leg:.sla 
te.(rori 

5. The incorporation of che European Convention into 
tic law would be our first prefe~ence, but a local 
ay also exisc. Furthermore, a special protocol ~ould 
be incorporated to take accoun~ of group issues; 

exa~ples from OSCE for instance, are worth 
ng, 

nxious to see discussion facilitated on matters such 
~im support, ~he 'disappeared', prisons and prisonet 
beatings, policing and police governance, relevant 
ion, an~ ir.te~-jurisdic~ior.al co-operation on 
tissues. 

RE '97 
TALKS9.., · .1:-1t?S 
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